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Sharrow and Abbeydale Community Contacts
The Councillors for the Sharrow and Nether Edge Ward are:

Other Useful contact details

What do I do if large waste items have been dumped near
Tel: 07583 018289 (mobile) me? Phone Streets Ahead to report it on 0114 273 4567
0114 273 5380 (Town Hall)
Who do I contact to get litter removed from my street? If it is
blue bins or black bins in the street then call Veolia, if it is flyThe regular Labour councillors’ surgeries are on:
tipping then Streets ahead on 0114 273 4567
1st Saturday of the month from 11.00 am until 12.00 at Dalton
How can I help the regular litter picking team in Sharrow? See
Court Community Centre, 2 Dalton Court, Sheffield, S8 0YU.
the Sheffield Litter Pickers Facebook Page and look out for
The centre is located off Abbeydale Road. No appointment
posters about monthly Sharrow Litter Picks that you can join in
needed.
Strip the Willow or the Old Junior School noticeboard and in
2nd Saturday of the month between 12.00 and 1.00 pm at
many other places.
Highfield Library, London Road, Sheffield S2 4NF. No appointWho should I contact about any vermin / pests in /or near my
ment needed.
house? Contact Environmental Protection on 0114 273 4567
How do I report anti-social behaviour in my local area? Phone
Cllr Peter Garbutt(Green Party)		
Tel: 0114 27 35380
101 to report it. If there is immediate danger phone 999. You
can also make reports online at https://www.reportingcrime.
Email: Peter.Garbutt@councillor.sheffield.gov.uk
uk/. You can also volunteer to help the police on www.southCllr Alison Teal (Green Party)		
Tel: 07500765419 (mobile) yorkshire.police.uk/content/volunteer-vacancies
Email: alison.teal@sheffield.gov.uk
0114 273 5380 (Town Hall) My neighbours are really noisy – what can I do about it?
Phone 101 to report it. If it is ongoing phone 0114 273 4567
The regular Green Party councillor’s surgery is on:
and speak to environmental protection
3rd Saturday of the month between 10.30 and 11.30 am at
I’d like to help at the Autumn Carnival: email vicki@igniteimHighfield Library, London Road, Sheffield S2 4NF. No appointaginations.org.uk / dawn@sharrowcf.org.uk
ment needed.
I’d like to help with Sharrow Festival: email Colin Havard at
cjhavard@gmail.com
Paul Blomfield is the MP for Sheffield Central ward, which
covers Sharrow.
I want to help improve Mount Pleasant Park– how do I do
that? Join the Friends of Mount Pleasant Park Group. See the
He can be contacted on 0114 272 2882 or via paul.blomfield.
Friends of Mount Pleasant Park Facebook page for more informp@parliament.uk His consituency office is Unit 4, Edmund
mation.
Road Business Centre, 135 Edmund Road, Sheffield S2 4ED.
I live on the Lansdowne Estate and want to know more about
His website is www.paulblomfield.co.uk.
what’s going on there: Contact the Lansdowne TARA on
Lansdowne.tara@yahoo.com
Regular surgeries are held on: 4th Friday of each month
between 4.00 -5.00pm and 2nd Saturday of each month
I run a business in the Abbeydale Road area and I’d like to
(except April and Dec) between 9.30-10.30am. Please
work with others to improve the local economy and address
tel. 0114 272 2882 frst to check the dates and book your
issues affecting local businesses: Join Abbeydale Retail Community (voluntary group) email abbeydaleretail@gmail.com
appointment.
Cllr Jim Steinke (Labour)		
Email: jim.steinke@sheffield.gov.uk

WRITE FOR
SHARROW TODAY!

ADVERTISE IN
SHARROW TODAY!

Cafe reviews, gig reviews, community

Low-cost, high-impact advertising for your

events, sports news, good news stories,

business or event.

cartoons, art and more!
If you fancy contributing either a regular or
one-off article to Sharrow Today then get in
touch with our editorial team via sharrowtoday@gmail.com - it’s YOUR community
voice and we’d love to hear it!

Quarter-page - £40
Half-page - £80
Full-page - £160
To enquire about advertising with us
contact sharrowtoday@gmail.com
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Local Policing Update

		
Policing works best when we listen some pretty poor excuses for
to you and when we act directly, parking in the area and we will
based on your concerns.
continue to take action by issuing
fines to the drivers.
In July we launched a community
survey via SYP Alerts, to better We carry out regular community
understand what you think our engagement events, which are
priorities should be in the south published on Facebook and
west of the city. We publicised the Police.uk. Please keep an eye out
results last month and are working if you are a Facebook user for our
hard to tackle the issues you’ve next online Q and A meeting, date
highlighted. For Nether Edge and to be posted in due course.
Sharrow the two biggest proprities
were drug dealing/taking (64% of Pop in Police stations
respondants) and gun and knife
These are all cancelled currently
crime (52% of respondants)
due to Covid-19. Feel free to
Our officers have continued contact us on the email below if
to disrupt organised criminality you are needing any advice, we
following several well-publicised are checking that email regularly
firearm discharges. On Monday during week days as a way for
the 21st of September, officers people to communicate with us
arrested a 20-year-old man in during these difficult times. It is not,
connection with two shootings however, a replacement way to
on Harwell Road and Abbeydale report incidents.
Road. We will keep you updated
with the result of the investigation. Other ways to keep in touch
Patrols of the area have recently
yielded
some
great
results, • Email us at
SheffieldSouthWestNHP@
including:
southyorks.pnn.police.uk
• £18,000 in criminal cash seized
•
Sign up for SYP Alerts to get
• Arrests for possession of class A
messages, updates and
drugs with intent to supply
information about your area at
• Possession of weapons offences
sypalerts.co.uk
• 19 vehicles seized
•
Like us on Facebook: Sheffield
• Numerous weapons taken off
South West NHP
the streets
• Follow us on Twitter: @SheffSW_
NHP
We are continuing our work in the
•
Visit southyorkshire.police.uk for
area. If you have any information
more information and crime
please get in touch. Alternatively,
reduction advice.
if you’d prefer to report information
•
Call 101 for non-emergencies
anonymously then you can call
or 999 in an emergency
Crimestoppers on this number • https://www.southyorkshire.
0800 555 111
police.uk/contact-us/reportsomething/ This link can be
Parking
used to report incidents that
are not currently happening
Our PCSO’s have been out in force
(as opposed to ringing 101)
tackling illegal and inconsiderate
parking in Nether Edge and Call Crimestoppers to give your
Sharrow. As you can see from the information anonymously on 0800
photographs, there have been 555 111

Access low-cost food
in Sharrow

Surplus Food Boxes are available from Highfield Adventure
Playground on Mondays and Wednesdays from 11am- 12 noon.
Boxes can contain a range of products including fresh fruit and
veg, tins, bread products and dried goods. There is no eligibility
criteria, but please phone beforehand to check availability: 0114
3271740. Minimum donation of £1.50 applies.
Food Works Sheffield, who are operating 5 days a week from the
Old Junior School, are offering food boxes for a minimum cost of
£1 plus a donation.
ShipShape run a food bank which is open on Thursdays 11:00 to
13:00, at the Stables on Sharrow Lane. Call 07843552713 for more
information.

Examples of
illegal and
inconsiderate
parking in
Nether Edge
and Sharrow
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New mural reflects on community life in lockdown
by Vicki Rolley

Ignite Imaginations are working giving people an opportunity
in the Sharrow area again this to share and tell their stories.”
Autumn to bring some art and
creativity to the streets.
We would love to hear some of
your stories and for you to help
Kaleidoscope of Butterflies
inspire Liz’s mural. If you or a
Artist Liz Von Graevenitz from group you work with would like
Ignite Imaginations as been to be involved please e-mail
speaking with members of the vicki@igniteimaginations.org.
community to talk about how uk, and be sure to stop by and
the lockdown and Coronavirus see the finished mural in early
pandemic has affected people November.
in the area. She will be using her
findings to inspire a mural called Keep your eyes peeled on
‘Kaleidoscope of Butterflies’ Ignite
Imaginations
and
which will be popping up on a Sharrow Community Forums
wall in on the Old Junior School social media to follow Liz’s
site, just inside the entrance to progress and news about how
the car park on Vincent Road, we will be bringing the Autumn
in November. Liz has been Carnival 2020 safely to the
chatting to members of the streets of Sharrow.
community during September
and will be painting throughout
October. This is what she had
to say about her inspiration
behind the piece
“Did you know that a group
of butterflies is called a
kaleidoscope of butterflies? I
really love this name and is the
inspiration behind the mural
idea. The constantly changing
colourful display, the many
patterns, the light and graceful
fluttering of butterflies, all
lend themselves to the many
symbols and metaphors for
life’s journeys, and I think we
can all agree 2020 has been a
journey!
I am really looking forward to
experimenting with my painting
styles and creating a largescale work that holds the voice
of the community. I hope that
the weather holds out and we
have some good sunny days in
October! Come and say hello if
you see me painting.”
Creativity Packs
Ignite Imaginations will also be
providing lots of packs brimming
with creativity for you to make
your own butterflies and get
creative from the comfort of
your own home. Vicki Rolley
who is co-ordinating the project
which will see artwork pop up
in four different areas across
the city said,
“It is great to be working with the
team at Sharrow Community
Forum and members of the
community on this project,
after such a difficult year for
many we are looking forward
to bringing a splash of colour
and positivity to the streets and
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Adjusting to the new normal
How have our local businesses fared during and after lockdown?
Local Trading Company Mind Charity Shop
London Road
London Road

Twistys Hair and Beauty Aleppo Castle
London Road
London Road

One of the major changes since
reopening after lockdown for the
Mind Charity shop has been the
need to quarantine donations.
“After reopening we recieved a
very high volume of stock. It has
to be quarantined for 48 hours” a
staff memmebr told us. Shop staff
wear visors and masks, and hand
The governments grants scheme sanitiser is available for everyone.
for businesses was helpful, said
Martin. “Most of our customers are The community and regular
regulars from the upholstry trade customers have been very
and we are not reliant on passing supportive, and are glad to see
trade”. The shop has distancing the shop back open. However
measures, and customers are “Some volunteers and customers
required to wear masks, as the are still not confident being out
law states . “Not everyone wears and about“.
them” said Martin “of the four
customers who’ve been in this
morning, two were not wearing a
mask”.

Twistys have been operating on
London road for 35 years. Owner
and manager Carol Silcock told us
that the business has been seriously
impacted by the Coronavirus
pandemic, lockdown restrictions
and government guidelines.
“I had no business for nearly four
months. I had a small grant from
the govenrnment which paid the
wages landlord and mortgage”
said Carol. Close contact services
such as eyebrow treatements
have only been allowed since
15th August, and eyelash and nail
tratments are nowhere near back
to the level they were before
March.

This Foam and upholstery suppliers
has been in operation for 70
years, started by his grandfather,
owner Martin Patnick told us.
The business closed for 12 weeks
during lockdown, which was the
longest time off Martin has ever
had.

As for the long term impact on
the neighbourhood, Martin is not
sure “I have noticed more street
drinkers, and begging.
One
impact on my business has been
the increase in price of foam, as
the chemicals used to make it
have been scarce due to the
pandemic.”

To make the salon a Covid secure
space for customers, Carol has
had to have a new floor fitted,
and use disposable paper towels
and gloves, and can no longer
take drop in appointments.
“Clients that have been coming
for years, the pensioners etc, their
families dont want them to come.
Eylelashes and nails are nowhere
near normal and there are no
weddings or proms.”

Three months after opening, this
Syrian bakery which featured in
our previous edition of Sharrow
Today, had to close for three
months. For Falak Hallaq and her
husband, this was a disheartening
time. Fortunately they were able
to access some financial support
from the government to cover
basic costs, and invested their
efforts in improving the kitchen
and developing their menu.
Falak told us “The kitchen and shop
is kept very clean for customers
and for my family - my kids eat
here! “ Business has been slow
since reopening in September,
“people are scared” said Fallaq
“They dont want to eat out.” So
the couple have added more
mainstream take away food to the
menu, such as pizza and chicken,
to attract a wider customer base.

While we were visiting Aleppo
Castle, a couple came and
ordered some Burack, Zater and
Muhammara - hot bread based
dishes with a range of toppings
including spinach, red pepper and
walnut, and cheese and thyme.
Carol, a small busniness owner for They were so highly recomended
50 years, is not optimistic about and looked so delicious we had to
the future of the business. Sharrow try some for ourselves!
Today hopes Twistys is able to
come through this difficult and
challenging time.
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Sharrow and Nether Edge Policing Team

Inspector Louise Kent and her
officers have been continuing
their daily patrols in Nether Edge,
encouraging local people to
speak to them.
The Sharrow
and Nether Edge officers are
part of the Sheffield South West
Neighbourhood Team and are
dedicated to the area, which has
seen a number of serious firearms
incidents this year.
Inspector Kent, who grew up in
the area and has family here, said
the team is keen to keep building
relationships. She said: “There are
a lot of people in Nether Edge
and Sharrow who are already
working with us, supporting what
we’re doing, and I know there are
people who are worried about
what’s been happening.
“I absolutely understand that
and that’s why there is a plan
in place to disrupt the activity
we’ve seen. A vital part of this
plan is intelligence and the public
reporting things to us.”
Neighbourhood
PCSOs
and
officers visit local businesses and
encourage community groups to
let them know about events and
meetings that are taking place.
Investigations into recent incidents
are continuing and additional
resources are also providing
patrols on foot and in vehicles
throughout the day and night.

bigger, more serious issues. I have
officers on this team who have
worked here a long time, they’re
trusted and I would urge people
living here to use those links at the
moment.

We can act better with your
support; it’s vital we have it to
ensure this place is the safest it
All officers working in the area can be.”
are carrying out stop searches
and proactive operations, which Inspector
Kent
is
currently
have led to a number of weapons working with local schools to
seizures in recent weeks.
The look at intervention programmes
team’s officers are also talking to ensure there is a long-term
to local residents, members of approach to tackling criminality
the public who continue to visit in the area. She added: “I know
this popular area, community this place - I played in Mount
groups and business owners to Pleasant Park as a child - that’s
promote open communication. why I’ve got officers doing regular
Working
collaboratively
with land searches there. I want this to
other departments in SYP, our continue to be the vibrant place it
teams have secured a number is. The community working with the
of charges in relation to firearms police is a big part of the plan.”
incidents in the area.
Inspector Kent added: “We know
that people can find it difficult to
speak to the police. I get that,
and that’s why there are lots of
ways you can report things to us.
I want people to know it can be
the smallest things that make a
difference to an investigation.
“Recently our PCSOs received a
bit of information about a vehicle
acting strangely. That vehicle was
stopped and Class A drugs and
cash were found. It really can
help disrupt criminal activity, and
activity which is at the core of

If you have any information that
you think might help the ongoing
work, you can email the team
at
sheffieldsouthwestnhp@
southyorks.pnn.police.uk
You contact us via direct
messages on Facebook or
Twitter: @SheffSW_NHP &
Sheffield South West NHP
You can also call Crimestoppers
anonymously on 0800 555
111 or make a report online at
www.crimestoppers-uk.org
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Israac: Meet the Team
By Susannah Brewer

ISRAAC is a Sheffield-based
Charity providing a range of
services and support, primarily for
Somali and wider Black, Asian,
Minority Ethnic and Refugee
(BAMER) communities in the innercity area.
ISRAAC are proud of their
dedicated team – some of whom
you can see here - who are
working to get existing activities
restarted and develop innovative
services adapting to the COVID19
world we’re in at present. During
lockdown we worked hard on
food deliveries and staying in
touch with local communities.
From top left to right in the photo,
please meet some of the team
(we look forward to introducing
more of us soon):
Saima Rehman,
Project Coordinator for older
people
(over 50+ men and
women);

Susannah Brewer,
Interim Manager at ISRAAC, part
of the management team.
Ismail Yussuf,
Trustee and Volunteer, very
involved in day to day operations;
Daren Eagles,
lecturer at Sheffield Hallam
and working on the Diaspora
MultiMedia Hub;
Asma Kabadeh,
Project
Coordinator
at
the
Diaspora MultiMedia Hub and
working on the African Women
Programme;
Yasin Hersi,
long-time volunteer with Israac
and working on the MultiMedia
Hub and a whole variety of roles
supporting the centre.
Khadija Yasin,
long-time involved with Israac and
working with Asma on the African
Women Programme including
exercise,
wellbeing,
dance,
healthy eating and work on FGM.

ISRAAC is lucky to have a spacious
centre in the amazing Vestry Hall,
especially in this era of social
distancing, providing space to
rent for events and social activities
subject to COVID 19 restrictions.
We’re j ust by Waitrose on Cemetery
Road. Our mission centres around
running an inclusive hub reducing
inequalities, improving access
and opportunity for the local
community. Our Multi-Media Hub

works in conjunction with Sheffield
Hallam University Media Dept.
We’d love to hear from you if
you’d like to hear more about our
activities or just get in touch. By
phone: 0114 278 7662, or email:
info@israac.org.uk or drop in
10am-3pm Monday – Thursday,
10am-12pm Friday Vestry Hall, 54
Cemetery Road, S11 8FP https://
israacsheffield.wordpress.com/

Autumn Wordsearch PRIZE DRAW!

		
		

Bonfire
Mist
Spooky
Turnip
Full moon
Witch
Sparkler
Cosy
Black Cat

Frost
Magic
Fireworks
Conkers
Pumpkin
Sweets
Gloves
Hat

Circle all 17 words. Then cut out
the wordsearch and return it with
your name and contact details
to Sharrow Community Forum
reception at The Old Junior School
on South View Road by Friday 6th
November to enter the prize draw
with a chance to win a £10 or £20
high street voucher!
Anyone can enter but please get
permission from your parents or
Name..................................Contact Email/Phone.................................under 16 years Y/N carers if you are under 16!
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Sheffield BAMER Action Covid-19: Helping Together
By Maria Kelly

Covid-19 has brought devastation to many
homes, as people are still coming to terms
with the severity of the pandemic. It has
transformed lives beyond recognition, and
for many, things will never be the same.
Local community organisations have had
to change and adapt quickly. Local
group, Mums United had to close three
clubs they had been running in Nether
Edge, Meersbrook and Lansdowne, and
along with other community groups, had
to quickly plan how they could support
the community, how they could reach out
to the vulnerable and isolated.
“What transpired is the amazing resilience
of all local community groups, it has been
amazing to see the love and compassion
everyone has shown. Barriers have broken
as humanity has been tested” said Sahira
Irshad from Mums United. On the 12th of
March Mums United came together with
BAMER (Black and Minority Ethnic and
Refugee) organisations to form Sheffield
BAMER Action COVID-19.
Sahira said “Black and Ethnic minority
and
refugee
communities
are
disproportionately affected by the
pandemic due to social and economic
factors, they suffer more acutely. But
we recognise that Covid has impacted
everyone and our strength lies in ensuring
our services are delivered to everyone
irrespective of their cultural and religious
background.
Bringing groups to work together is a form
of political collectivity; we are stronger
united and weaker divided. Our own
experience in the past decade has
witnessed the decline of BAME politics
in the city. We learn from each other’s
experience and enhance our own. 16
weeks working collectively and closely on
some critical projects has demonstrated
our effectiveness city wide.”
Organisations involved include ACT
(Aspiring
Communities
Together),
Big Brother Burngreave, HHS (Hallam
Homecare Services), ISRAAC Somali
Community Association, IELTC (Inspector
of Education, Languages, Training, and
Consultation), SADACCA, (Sheffield and
District African Caribbean Community
Association) ACCM (Agency for Culture
and Change Management) Tuition
Centre, Alliance Housing Support, and
Hadfield Centre. At the time of writing there
are 16 organisations involved! Each group
has brought expertise and knowledge
including organisational, technical and
communication skills.
The group focused on providing food
parcels and facemasks and a befriending
service. To date Sheffield BAMER Action
COVID-19 has delivered over 3000 food
parcels to not only local families in Sharrow
and Nether Edge but city wide. Working
collaboratively, they have delivered

food parcels to Family Voice and parcels
to support the local Nether Edge and
Sharrow food bank.
Mums United also started the Sheffield
Mask Appeal, with the aim of providing
masks for free to everyone – they have
made over 1000 face masks to date.
Their ‘Keep Kids Creative’ project was
designed to educate and entertain
children during the lockdown. “Many
mums have been struggling not only to
feed their families but to entertain them
too” said Sahira, “we have been making
and delivering creative resource packs to
disadvantaged children. We’ve also been
collecting clean toys and books. We have
reached over 500 children and over 100
families.”

Mums United are now
		
running their women
		
only club at ISRAAC
Somali Community
Association, Vestry
Hall, Cemetery Road
on Mondays and
Saturdays. See flyer
for more information.
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Coronavirus issues

Covid-19: Protecting our community

What should we do to keep ourselves and others safe and well?
Changing government
guidelines and new
announcements
on
what people should
and shouldn’t do to
protect themselves and
others from catching
the coronavirus can be
confusing. But following
a few simple steps can
make a big difference!

Wear a mask or face
covering if possible:

20 seconds. (after all that sense of taste and smell.
hand washing, you might There are still illnesses like
need a good moisturiser). colds and flu going round,
so see the chart below for
A face covering acts as
guidance on how to tell
a barrier reducing the
Use
a
contactless
the difference.
passage of the virus from
card
when
paying:
your mouth or nose which
could infect others. You
Get a test!:
MUST wear a mask in shops whether on the bus or in a
local shop or supermarket,
and on public transport.
try to make cashless If you have symptoms, call
119 or go online nhs.uk/
payments.
coronavirus.
Wash or sanitise your

Keep your distance: hands regularly:
Stay 2 metres away from
people who are not part of
your household or bubble.
This simple measure can
stop the spread of the
virus from droplets from a
cough or sneeze or even
from speech.

When you enter or leave a
shop; before you eat; when
you get home from being
out; and before touching
your face. Use hand
sanitiser liquid or gel and
rub it in until it is dry; wash
your hands thouroughly for

Stay at home if you
have symptoms of
coronavirus:

The main symptoms are a
new continuous cough, a
high temperature, and a
loss ot sense of taste and/
or smell or changes to your
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Tales from a Sharrow Traveller

Johnnie Walker
by Steve Fryer

Johnnie Walker spoke French
– and a little bit of English. He
was a cocky, friendly character
who liked a bit of banter. “I’m
called Johnnie Walker” he told
us “because that’s what I like
to drink”. Johnnie Walker was a
military man and we met him in the
foothills of the Virunga Mountains.
The Virunga Mountains are in
the Democratic Republic of the
Congo – a country we hadn’t
planned to visit at all. We were
on a camping safari - me and my
teenage son - and we’d spent the
past week bumping across Kenya
and Uganda in an overlanding
truck with a happy bunch of
international twenty-somethings.
We all mucked in with the cooking,
cleaning, and putting up tents,
and if you wanted the toilet there
was a shovel … “This is your toilet.”
Our goal was to see the gorillas
which lived in the mountains
straddling the border between
Uganda, Rwanda, and the
Congo. But gorillas don’t have
passports, and don’t respect
borders, and when we reached
the small Ugandan town of Kisoro
we were told that the best place
to see the gorillas at the moment
was actually over the border in
the Congo. None of us on the
safari was insured to enter the
Congo – in fact, you couldn’t get
insurance to visit the Congo. Were
we going to take the risk? After a
group discussion we all decided
that we would.

seemed to regard it as his special
responsibility to take care of us.
Several bumpy miles later we
stopped outside a little ramshackle
house in the middle of nowhere.
A boy came running out to meet
us. “This must be where Johnnie
lived”, I thought “and the boy
must be his son”. Johnnie went
inside, but not before giving me
his rifle to look after while he was
gone – Gulp!. Luckily, I didn’t have
to use it.
When Johnnie came back we set
off walking single-file through the
jungle with his mate at the front
and Johnnie bringing up the rear,
rifles at the ready. We trekked
for hours through the foothills
of the Virunga Mountains, the
smoking volcanic peaks getting
closer and closer with each ridge
we climbed. This was the jungle
home of the famous mountain
gorillas – a remote and mysterious
home - but worth the effort of
getting there just to spend an
unforgettable hour in the wild with
these magnificent creatures.

On the trek back through the
foothills we suddenly heard rifle
fire from across the valley. Johnnie
and his mate immediately sprung
into action. Rifles cocked, they
marched us quickly and silently
through the jungle covering our
backs with their weapons. When
at last we reached the jungle
track the pick-up truck was there
waiting for us. We jumped on
board and crouched down in the
Because of the situation in the DR back as it screeched off, bumping
Congo we knew that there was a and swerving over the rocks and
risk of meeting guerillas as well as stones.
gorillas. So at the border we were
split into small groups and each Back at base camp in Le Parc
one was assigned two armed National des Virunga we sat on a
guards. Ours were Johnnie Walker hillside exhausted, while Johnnie
and his mate.
faithfully continued to keep watch
over us.
There were six in our group and “Were we really in danger?” we
Johnnie Walker was curious to wondered. Whatever the situation,
know more about us, while his we were glad that Johnnie and
mate was the strong silent type his mate were with us.
who just focused on his duties. They
were taking us into the Virunga I went over to keep him company
National Park where they were and we gazed out over the misty
park rangers. We piled into the tree tops stretching out below us
back of a small pick-up truck and for miles and miles towards the
Johnnie drove us along the jungle distant horizon and the setting
tracks at top speed with the Spice sun. Weariness and language
Girls blaring from his radio.
barriers ruled out any meaningful
conversation. But it didn’t really
When we stopped for a break and matter.
some more banter Johnnie found
out that one of our group was “Big country” said Johnnie.
my son. Pointing at both of us he “Very big country” I said – and
said “You his father?”. I nodded. wondered what the future held
He looked surprised and after that for Johnnie Walker and his family.

If you have a travel tale you’d like to tell, we would love
to hear it. Email it to us at : sharrowtoday@gmail.com
and if you have a few pics to go with it, that would be
great.
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Made in Sheffield

Sheffield’s Car Industry part 2
by Caroline Wells						

I hope you enjoyed the first part the business, re-named it ‘Finbat
of this article about the Simplex Works’ and, convinced that
which was produced in 1908.
cars were the future were soon
producing a 4-wheeled cycleBrightside’s Meadow Hall Works car. This car had 2 seats, no roof
was the birthplace of ‘The Yorkshire and sold for £200 (£6,530 now).
Engine Company’ a Sheffield firm All parts of the car were made at
that produced vehicles. Trading the works using a separate frame
between 1865 and 1915 they allowing the parts to be easily
made steam locomotives for use fitted together, before the body
on the railways and tram tracks of was put in place.
Sheffield.
The car was tested in 1919, setting
The years before the first war saw a top speed of 40 M.P.H. The
another Sheffield firm founded. following year the firm started
Stringer and Company, based producing vans and stopped
at Wincobank Steelworks, just making the cars due to financial
off Barrow Road, produced problems. Turnover had fallen
cars between 1913 and 1932. from £100,000 in 1920 to £30,000
The cars were fully made in the in 1921. (£2.8 million to £848,063
factory, although they used Alpha today) Combined with the slump
engines that were bought in following the worker’s strike, this
from elsewhere. Stringer entered saw the end of the company.
a single seater car in a race at There were at that time 500
Brooklands in June 1914 and won!! Richardson cars on the road.
The factory, like many in
the country during the war
produced munitions (weapons
and ammunition) and no longer
made cars, until 1922 when
they resumed production. The
firm continued until 1932, when
it stopped car production and
focused on engineering until 1986
as ‘Wincobank Steel Company’ in
Fife Street.
1919 saw the introduction of
the
‘Richardson’.
Ebenezer
Richardson was a carvers’ tool
maker on Sidney Street, (between
Arundel Street and Shoreham
Street). He started making toys
from his garden shed, including
what is thought to be the first
scooter in Britain, the ‘Sca-cycle’
After the war, Ebenezer’s sons,
Charles and Ernest, took over

Perhaps the second-best known
Sheffield made car was the
Charron
Laycock.
Produced
on Archer Road at Millhouses
between 1919 and 1927.
Laycock’s were railway carriage
fitting’s manufacturers, producing
items such as window blinds,
window lifting rails and automatic
couplers
which
connected
carriages together.

1902 saw the Millhouses site open
in a prime position next to the
railway after the original location
was enlarged to enable the firm
to expand.

As their contribution to the war
effort,
Laycock’s
produced
munitions for the military as well
as aircraft engines employing 400
people. However, during the early
years of the war, Charron Ltd, a
The firm was set up in 1884 by French car manufacturer with
Samuel Laycock, the son of a hair U.K. links bought a large share in
seating manufacturer, who started Laycock’s.
trading from Victoria Street, just off Using the area where aircraft
Brook Hill roundabout.
engines had been produced,
In 1893 Samuel produced a system Laycock’s
started
making
for heating trains using steam engines for cars after the war.
stored in tanks. By 1900 Laycock’s After joining with Charron they
were supplying equipment to made the Charron Laycock car
every railway company in the which was entirely produced at
world!
the Millhouses site. Each vehicle

medals in hill climbs. It was also
entered into the 500 mile race at
Brooklands and was in first position
before its petrol tank fell off!
In 1925 new owners took over the
firm which continued producing
railway fittings. Although between
500 and 700 cars had been made
at the factory, costing between
£425 and £675 (£12,014 and
£19,081 now) each, the rising costs
of production saw the end of this
era of manufacturing.

Sheffield also produced the
H.F.G., a small 2 seater car made
at Heeley, along with the Napier,
who built cars and aircraft engines,
and Sheffield Motor Company,
which was founded in 1903 by
Harold and Ernest Hill, producing
foot pumps before diversifying
into car manufacturing. They
was fitted with a petrol tank at were bought by George Kenning
the back of the car feeding the of Kenning’s Motor Group in 1905.
4 cylinder engine, a 3 speed
gearbox, a spare tyre, an electric That brings us up to now, 2020,
starter and headlamps. It also when Sheffield is once again
had a speedometer and a clock, involved in car production. The
with all materials conforming to McLaren F1 team are building their
air ministry specifications. Each carbon fibre chassis in a purpose
car cost an average 460 Guineas - built technology centre that will
(£14,304 today) but could be as enable the firm to develop their
knowledge and produce a lighter
much as 540 Guineas (£16,791).
and quicker racing car which
This car was produced until will help create more efficient
December 1920 when the firm was vehicles in the future.
put into receivership as the cost of
production had got out of control. Sheffield University is also involved
Although this had happened the in research into producing drivercar was still made along with less cars. Although that is quite a
long way in the future. Or is it?
railway parts until 1928.
The Charron Laycock was entered Do any of you remember Knight
into competitions, gaining gold Rider?!!
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Arts and Culture

Poetry Please
By Caroline Wells

When the library closed during lockdown our regular heritage
feature writer Caroline Wells was unable to continue her research
into Sheffield’s past. Like many people deprived of access to this
much valued facility, Caroline channeled her creative energy
elsewhere: She turned her hand to poetry. Initally she was asked
to wirte a poem for her church website, but the ideas kept
coming. here are some examples of Carolines work:

Lockdown

Haiku

Silence isn’t silent
Stillness isn’t still
Creatures wander pathways
Humans never will

Haiku is a Japanese form of
poetry. It is based on three
lines of seventeen syllables, one
line of five syllables, a middle
line of seven and a final line
of five syllables. It is small and
compact like ‘IKEBANA’ which
is the Japanese art of flower
arranging.

Locked inside our houses
Sounds are more aware
Distant cars a –rumbling, as
Petals fill the air
Colours are more vibrant
As the sun beams down
Tiny birds are scratching
Bedding to be found
Weeks we have been like this
How much more to go?
Surely this will end as
Soon I’ll lose the flow

Stars on the night sky
Shining breaking the darkness
With their beaming light
On downward path
Again the sound of birdsong
And the shining grass
Snow swiftly falls down
Grass reverts from green to white
And still the world turns

The Alphabet Zoo
The Aardvark is an animal who sleeps during the day
As Bear comes out for visitors who often have to pay
Chameleon, a fickle friend, you know not where he goes
The Dolphin does a party trick as balancing on his nose
Elephant is big and strong, yet kind and gentle too
While Fish will only follow on, so you enjoy the view
The Nanny Goats a gentle soul, not fussy what she eats
The Horse is kind and friendly too, with everyone he meets
Insects fly around the globe, empowered by the wind
Jaguar, a racing cat, all sleek and graceful limbed
Koala, eating fresh new shoots, up eucalyptus trees
Swerves the Lion creeping round, avoids the summer
breeze
Magpie catches shiny things he finds upon the ground
Nightingales sing melodies, a calming, soothing sound
Ostrich looks beneath the earth, to see what he can find
there
Panda chews a bamboo shoot, relieved he’s not a bear
Quails are such tiny birds, their eggs are hidden gems
Reindeer dine most anywhere, their favourite place, the
Fens
Spiders weave their mystic webs, a trap for dinner time
Tortoise wonders silently, if slowness has a rhyme
Unicorn, a mystic best, all horse-like, pink and strange
Sees Vixen with her baby cub, they’re never out of range
Whale swims the ocean deep, in search of family quarters
Xerus watches on the ground, protects his sons and
daughters
Yak just takes things in her stride, her calves go wandering
by
The Zoo at last is now complete, the Lord lets out a sigh
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Local People

Green Fingers Garden Award: Ridouan Wins Gold
By Maria Kelly

Ridouan Smikil, former Broomhall
resident and Caretaker Cleaner
at Sharrow Community Forum, has
won Gold in the 2020 Green Fingers garden competition, run by
Sheffield City Council.
Ridouan, who has worked at
Sharrow Community Forum for 14
years, is no stranger to Green Fingers awards, having won several
since he began to develop his interest in gardening back in 2004.
Originally from a small seaside
town called Asilha on the west
coast of Morocco, Ridouan grew
up on a farm, where his family
growing vegetables, kept sheep
and produced honey from bee
hives.

“Growing things in morocco is very
different to growing here in the uk,
with a totally different climate.”
says Ridouan. It was while living
in a flat in Broomhall that Ridouan
began to take up gardening seriously, and learn about horticulture.
He recalled how a woman called
Kay, a professional gardener
who also did community work in
Broomhall, would help local people improve their gardens and
balconies. Ridouan got to know
Kay, and her interest and knowledge inspired him.

While living in Broomhall, from
2004 to 2011, Ridouan, working
with his neighbours, won awards
for the area – for hanging baskets
and flowers around the flats, and
for the allotments (which are now
the site of a mosque).
“I wasn’t going to enter the competition this year” said Ridouan,
who now lives in Woodhouse but
travels to work in Sharrow every
day, “but my wife persuaded me
to. This year they have asked for
photos instead of visiting peoples
gardens. So I thought ok, I’m going to enter. You don’t have to be
an individual to enter, we could
work together to create a Sharrow Community Garden. And if
anyone in the area wants some
advice or help with their garden
or balcony, just come into the Old
Junior School and ask for me, I will “There is no such thing as having green fingers” says Ridouan “Anyone
be happy to help if I can.”
can do it. You just need to care for your plants like they are babies. If
you are growing something from a seed, water it, pay attention to it
Ridouan would encorage people every day, look at the shoots and leaves and you will start to know if it
to grow seeds from plants they is growing well.”
already have, like tomatos, and
sunflowers. “This year I will cut seed
heads off our big sunflowers and
hang them in the trees at Highfield
Adventure Playground. The birds
will eat some of the seeds, and
some will fall to the ground and
grow new sunflowers next year.”
Sharrow Community Forum is very
lucky to have Ridouan as part of
the staff team. His enthusiasm for
plants and his broad knowledge,
curiosity, and positive attitude
goes into his work on the hanging baskets and planters, and into
maintaining the outdoor space at
Highfield Adventure Playground.
Ridouan has plenty of ideas for
greening other spaces around the
Old Junior School, so keep your
eyes peeled next spring!
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Local Artist:
Veronique Oodian
My art focuses on various aspects of nature. I am drawn
to colour and mostly create brightly coloured paintings of
flowers with birds and butterflies, as well as the occasional
landscape. I like to work with oil on canvas, as well as watercolour with gouache which is what I have been using for
my most recent works.
Art is something I have always engaged in from a very
young age. When not drawing and painting I have always
made things such as clothing, jewellery and accessories.
My Mum encouraged my creativity from early on and I had
a good art teacher at school. I studied art at Sheffield Hallam University and eventually fell into teaching community
learning courses to adults, which led to me creating more.
My interest in art and my work as an art tutor are closely
related as they both feed off each other. Outside of teaching and creating I like to go for walks in nature and find
a lot of inspiration in gardens and the countryside. Most
of the source material for my paintings comes from public
garden spaces, although I find inspiration everywhere. I’m
always taking pictures and work from them to create my
compositions.
I have lived in the Sharrow area for over 20 years. The Old
Junior School has been a place where I have had the opportunity to teach art on behalf of the Workers’ Educational Association, as well as independently. I have also exhibited there.
I have mostly shown my work locally and co-curated group
exhibitions. I like to take part in the Great Sheffield Art Show
and hope to do so this year as it will be online only. I’ve also
exhibited briefly in London. I sell my work via the internet
through different sites and have had stalls at craft fairs and
art markets
I’m currently exploring the notion of having my work printed onto products such as clothing, homewares and accessories to reach a broader audience.

A wide selection of Veronique’s artworks can
be seen on her website, where she can also
be contacted. Please go to:
www.veronique-oodian-art.com
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